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Ulster Tatler Interiors feature a luxurious family
home designed by Kris Turnbull.
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estled in the countryside of Mid-Ulster, this private family home has
personally been redesigned by Kris Turnbull who presents the perfect
marriage of classic and contemporary lifestyle. The property was

sympathetically re-designed internally to maximise the space, with a unique and
elegant interior renewal, making it undoubtedly one of the finest luxury family
homes in Northern Ireland. Behind this elegant Georgian façade and new build
porch lies an entrance hall and reception room in a harmonious colour palette of
warm bronze tones, custom inlay marble floorings and hand embroidered panelled
walls; this neutral metallic palette serves as the perfect backdrop to highlight
glamorous design details.
The newly created open-plan space flows seamlessly from the entrance hall to
the reception room, muted hues of mink and glowing metallic, integrated with teal
velvet accents and a breathtaking hand-woven silk rug setting the tone for the rest
of this luxury residence. Sumptuous textures and finishes infuse the room with
Rubelli silk upholstered wall panelling, elegant window treatments and a beautiful
pair of handmade console tables in solid bronze finished in gold leaf and quartz top,
hand drawn by Kris Turnbull and uniquely designed to the project. A contrasting mix
of palettes, art and soft furnishings create this distinguished interior – with eclectic
tones at its heart.

"Kris Turnbull prefers
to work with local
craftsman and has
selected materials
to create statement
features."

Providing a dramatic contrast, contemporary, sleek surfaces are evident
in the streamlined kitchen and the family lounge and with the extension of
a beautifully designed orangery that makes this an exceptionally spacious
house which offers an abundance of light, impressive proportions and
unrivalled family accommodation.
Kris Turnbull prefers to work with local craftsman and has selected
materials to create statement features, from the kitchen island worktop to
the sandstone architraves and the trellis cut marble floorings.
Previously home to three full sized bedrooms, the new master bedroom
suite dominates nearly half of the first floor and is an oasis of space
and calm. The sumptuous bedroom’s notable design features a series of
custom designed wardrobes finished with saddle stitched suede doors,
a trellis-mirrored feature wall and backlit-upholstered fabric panels in
neutral tones behind the Fendi croco leather headboard.
The master bedroom has been designed in a contemporary style with a
sense of balance and proportion in mind influenced by the principles of
feng shui; rough textures against smooth, light finishes contrasting with
dark, more masculine elements softened by feminine accents, resulting
in a design that offers a great sense of tranquility and wellbeing. Handwoven wallpaper with goldthread weaving serves as the perfect foil for
the glamorous detail of the striking crystal-cut tiebacks on the window
treatments by Armani textiles delivering sparkling splendor.
This house contrasts the building’s heritage with the contemporary
including grand furnishings, luxurious finishes and detailed craftsmanship
making this property a timeless mix of classical detail and modern
sophistication.
www.kristurnbull.com

